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Happy Christmas, Happy New Year
and Happy Holidays!
The Society wishes you happy festivities
and a joyful summertime!
Our thanks to all History West contributors
The History West team (Lesley, Barry, Heather, Jack & Lenore) thanks everyone who helped create this year’s
eleven issues. We are proud that we continued to produce without a break through the Covid lockdown and hope that
the issues you received helped to entertain you and liven your spirits. We couldn’t produce the monthly newsletter
without the involvement of so many members – authors and book reviewers; photographers; library, museum,
bookshop, and tours & events volunteers; affiliate contributors; and the distribution team. History West could not
exist without you all. Your contributions are much appreciated and essential. Thank you everyone!
**************

Bookshop Announcement — Hesperian Press

The Society is pleased to advise members that the Bookshop now has a special section devoted to books
published by Hesperian Press.
Most members will know of Hesperian and its principal Peter Bridge who has been publishing Australian
books since 1969. The Press has published over 800 titles — Australiana, particularly books on life in the
bush and early settlers, histories of explorers and prospectors, mining and goldfields history, maritime and
military history, and bush poetry.
Do take the opportunity when you are next at Stirling House to browse the two full bookcases of Hesperian
publications. You will make some appealing finds!

Holiday Closure
The Society will close at 4pm on Tuesday 22 December & re-open on Monday 11 January
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Second Hand Book Sale –

a busy and successful weekend!
Weren’t we lucky our sale wasn’t held a day later when
the heavens opened! Rather the sun shone and we could
all go about our business with pleasure.
Altogether we raised a total of $11,857 over the weekend.
A wonderful result and a great fillip to the Society’s
finances! Thank you to everyone who made it possible.
First, thank you to all our donors; without you we’d
have nothing to sell! And thank you to all our
customers; without you there would be no proceeds!
And special thanks to all our volunteers.
Dave Melvin and Ian Beresford-Peirse were stalwarts,
doing much of the lifting and hauling needed to set up
and dismantle. Thanks also to Steve Drake-Brockman –
we are most grateful for his work and his truck. Colin
Strickland’s constant help was most appreciated. The
marquees would not have gone up without him and his
construction of the bookcases on the landing greatly
assisted Jack Honniball in selling the book series. Paul
Marshall helped both before and after the sales. Richard
Offen’s laminating skills were put to the test when
signs were needed urgently. Many thanks also to Ian
Berryman who single-handedly set up the Australiana
tables which sold so well.
Thanks to Steve Errington for his general assistance as
well as ringing the bell to start us off and being there to
the very end. Jo Cornish expertly wrangled the
troublesome eftpos machine. With customers almost all
wishing to pay with their cards, the functioning of those
machines was a make-or-break issue!
The big-book sales were a roaring success, thanks
largely to Barbara Melvin. We sold 47 trays of big
books, all attractively priced at $5. Many were very
beautiful books, and we hope purchasers enjoy their
bargains. Val Hutch, Anne Marie Meredith, Lenore
Layman and Ian Lugg at different times staffed the cash
desk in the meeting room and were busy takers of the
money! Wendy Lugg and Val Hutch made up charity
boxes at the end of the sale when everything had to be
cleared away. June Rolfe and Linda Bush joined the
team and Judy Dill-Macky worked like a Trojan as did
Lynn Nicholson, Ros Currie and Rachel Roe. Sue
Clarke weaved her magic on the music table where all
the records and many DVDs were sold.
Marie-Francoise Scott and Michelle Urban staffed the
Bookshop selling many new books, and Michelle baked
a delicious lemon cake especially for Dave Melvin’s
birthday. And many thanks to Lesley in the Office who
does so much to make each book sale a success – all the
advertising and posters. Her imagination is ever busy.
Altogether this large and committed team made the
weekend a success. Thank you all!
Pamela and Nick Drew

Queuing to be first in

Ready to go

Some sporting reading

Volunteer James Cassidy

Something for your 2021 diary!
News of Trevor Todd’s play
‘With Fire in her Heart: The Edith Cowan Story’
Those who attended Trevor’s talk earlier this year
will be pleased to hear that the play will be staged
next year at the Fringe Festival, 27 Jan-7 Feb,
at the Old Perth Girls school venue.

Ready to go
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Bright Future for the
Round House

an interesting restoration, as anyone driving south on
the Kwinana Freeway will have seen.

On Friday 30 October Dr Steve Errington, the
Society’s President and a Round House guide, led a
tour the building and the whalers’ tunnel. Digging
tunnels is normally discouraged among prison inmates
but in 1837-1838 most of the male prisoners in the
Round House were forced to dig one. The result was
the whalers’ tunnel, constructed to enable the
Fremantle Whaling Company to bring its products
from the whaling station on Bathers Beach into the
town. Steve has been researching the Round House’s
history for the last eighteen months and is now able to
share some of that history with us.
The old Fremantle Gaol, better known as the Round
House, is now getting plenty of overdue attention. The
State’s oldest public building came close to demolition
several times last century, but thanks to a Lotterywest
grant it is on the brink of getting a new Interpretation
Plan and its owners, the City of Fremantle, have just
released a Conservation Management Plan.
Opened in January 1831, by the 1920s it had become
pretty much an abandoned ruin with its crumbling walls
a threat to its neighbours. In 1922 it survived as a
patched-up windbreak for the harbourmaster’s house.
In October 1928 demolition actually began and four
cells and part of the back wall were lost.
This brought the Western Australian Historical Society
(WAHS) into the Round House story. Among those who
stepped up to save the old gaol was Sir James Mitchell,
Leader of the State Opposition and President of the
Society (formed 1926). ‘On behalf of the Society’, he
said, ‘and with the support of all West Australians
anxious to preserve the State’s historic buildings, I
protest most emphatically against this vandalism’.
It took several months, but the back wall was restored
in time for Western Australia’s centenary celebrations
in 1929; however in that year Fremantle ratepayers
voted for demolition. The building survived but was
still neglected. In February 1934, Paul Hasluck,
secretary of the WAHS, told the Minister for Works
that ‘the inside of the main shell is largely a mass of
rubble and damaged structures’ and that visitors ‘are
met with decay, neglect, and unpleasant inscriptions on
the walls’.
In 1938 the area around the gaol was beautified and
wrought iron gates were installed at both ends of the
whalers’ tunnel to celebrate its centenary. (Prisoners
from the Round House had dug the tunnel as the ‘hard
labour’ part of their sentences).
From time to time there was talk of turning the Round
House into a museum, but the next big development
came at the instigation of Joe Sewell, a member of the
WAHS Council. He interested journalist Athol Thomas
in the plight of the old building and a report of their
visit appeared in the Weekend Mail on 24 May 1958.
The publicity resulted in some conservation works
being carried out. Society President Charles Staples told
the newspaper that an Authority, including the WAHS,
should be set up to manage the State’s old buildings.
This was before the National Trust of WA was formed
and saving old buildings required WAHS intervention.
Joe Sewell and the Society were also key to saving the
Old Mill in South Perth which is currently undergoing

J (Joe) W Sewell showing a group of school children around
the Round House. P1999.3269

Starting in September 1959, the Round House was
opened for school groups and other members of the
public thanks to Joe Sewell and other volunteers from
the WAHS.
By the 1970s the walls were again unsafe. It became a
local government election issue in 1973 when a longstanding City Councillor described it as a ‘nuisance’
and called for its demolition. But much restoration
work was carried out in 1975, the roofs of the cells
were shingled and the well was uncovered. In 1982
ownership was transferred from the Fremantle Harbour
Trust to the City of Fremantle.

This small plaque on the steps of the Round House commemorates
RWAHS generosity in 1983 in funding the replacement of the
wooden trim on the steps leading up to the Round House door.

In 1983 the RWAHS showed its ongoing commitment
by paying for replacement of the wooden edges on the
ten stone steps leading to the Round House front door.
Since 1998 the Round House has been under the
watchful eyes of the Fremantle Volunteer Heritage
Guides who open the building every day except Good
Friday and Christmas Day.
The Round House was WA’s most important gaol from
1831 until 1856 when it was supplanted by the big new
Perth Gaol which is now part of the WA Museum. My
research has established that in its first quarter century
it held 1500 individuals, each for between one day and
two years. Together with drunks and sailors, there were
at least 450 Aboriginal people, soldiers who had been
court martialled, boys as young as seven and eight, and
inmates who weren’t prisoners but were simply
physically or mentally ill. Soon their story will be told.
Steve Errington
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Burekup / Ferguson Valley Tour
The Society’s thirty-strong tour group visited this hidden gem over the weekend of 24-25
October! Departing promptly from Stirling House at 7.30am in a flurry of excitement, members
eagerly perused their tour bags while coach driver Chris Gill of Cascade Tours headed south on
southwest highway, entertaining us with snippets of local information and hilarious jokes.
Just before we reached Pinjarra, Jill Paterson shared her knowledge of the early colonial settlers
to take up land in the Murray District/Peel area; it was very much history in context as we were
passing specific properties. Jill also pointed out the memorial site for the tragic Pinjarra
Massacre of Bindjareb Noongar people.
We stopped first for morning tea at Stirling’s Cottage, an historic replica built
originally 500 metres upstream on the banks of Harvey River in the early to mid1800s. This 1994 version of the original cottage features a shingled roof, pit-sawn
jarrah walls and hexagonal paving blocks. The property and homestead were later
named Harvey River Cattle Station and managed by May Gibbs’ parents in 188586. Abundant wildflowers in the vicinity sowed seeds of inspiration for May’s
well-known artistic illustrations, including her Snugglepot and Cuddlepie books.
Burekup Weir
Travelling to the end of Collie River Road and transferring to a smaller
thirteen-seat coach to navigate a narrow gravel track, we were
mesmerised by the beauty of the place — the Collie River surrounded
by tall trees. How privileged we felt to be given special access by
Richard Yates, the Water Services Manager at Harvey Water, to an
area normally off limits to the general public.
Burekup Weir is a magnificent sight! Gathered on the riverbank we
listened with fascination to Frank Papalia, a retired ‘waterman’. Frank
worked in every irrigation area from Dardanup to Benger, beginning in
1959. He shared many personal stories and anecdotes of the demands
of his job, salinity issues, his innovative ideas and rewarding
friendships fostered with farmers — all working together to deliver
much needed water for crops, horticulture and pasture. Frank kindly
donated a briefcase of memorabilia of his working life to our Society,
Harvey Water Irrigation Area
including his gold watch gift, which he said never worked!
Richard Yates gave us an overview of Harvey Water’s history. It is a self-funded cooperative
delivering water to its members and broad customer base for agriculture, horticulture, industry,
mining, hobby farming, gardens, fire fighting and community use. Water is drawn from local
dams through a licensing agreement and delivered by gravity flow through channels and pipes to
Harvey, Waroona and Collie River districts. Richard thoughtfully donated to our library, a copy
of the book Food grows where water flows: a social history of irrigation and drainage in the
Harvey Water Irrigation Area of Western Australia by Marion Lofthouse and Geoff Calder
(Harvey Water, 2014). This is a useful book for research purposes as it covers the early settlers’
local water problems of winter flooding and long dry summers plus initiatives undertaken to both
drain and irrigate over 112,000 hectares from Waroona in the north to Dardanup in the south.
Back on the coach and feeling rather peckish by this stage, our next stop was Evedon Lakeside
Retreat for lunch — a buffet style banquet of gastronomic delights. Frank and Richard were
invited to join us and it was wonderful to chat informally about the Harvey Irrigation Scheme
and the region.
Following lunch, we were shown our accommodation in either apartment or cabins overlooking
a tranquil lake. Others checked into Peppermint Lane Lodge, a luxury B&B not far away.
Shortly after, we were whisked away to a magical, unbelievable landscape – Gnomesville.
Gnomesville
In transit to Gnomesville, driving along peaceful winding country lanes, Ferguson Valley
revealed its delights of green rolling hills, native forest as well as a mixture of vineyards and
pasture. Passing Ruth and Adrian Phelps’ property, Ruth spoke about the National Trust
Covenant they placed on their land to conserve bushland for flora and fauna habitat. We saw
Suffolk sheep and even a herd of banded Galloway cattle.
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Gnomesville is an amazingly hilarious community of over 7,000 little
inhabitants. Meandering along the Gnomesville pathways, it was evident
that whole families had contributed to this quirky little village – some local
and some from overseas. We had discovered a wee gnome in our Tour Bags
– so we too could help propagate Gnomesville. However, I suspect most of
us kept our cute little critter as a memento of our fabulous trip. Many
purchased the beautifully illustrated book Gnomesville – The Real Story by
Lesley Geers (available in the Society Bookshop for $20).
It is whimsical wonderland - refreshing and comical, in a world we often
take too seriously.
As we returned to Evedon, the panoramic views across the valley beyond Bunbury to the
flashing silver ocean were magnificent. We saw historical timber workers’ cottages nestled
amongst beautiful scenery and children with tame kangaroos.
Evedon talk and dinner
Pre-dinner drinks and socialising out on the deck overlooking the stunning lake at sunset
provided an opportunity for owner Tony Jenour to deliver a talk encapsulating the history of
Evedon and the surrounding area. Tony and his wife Marilyn developed Evedon Lakeside
Retreat on what was originally the Jenour family farm. Their son Chris, after training as a chef
(no wonder the food was so fantastic!), joined the family business and they share management
of this wonderful bush retreat. The property is named after the tiny parish church ‘Evedon’ in
Lincolnshire, England where Tony’s grandfather was the rector for 46 years and the churchyard
is his grandparents’ final resting place.
Formal sawmilling began in the Wellington area in 1880 with the formation of the Bunbury
Jarrah Timber Company that opened its Wellington Mill in 1881. The first mill in the region
located on Pile Road was named for the supply of piles for the Bunbury jetty. The area became
significant for cultivating oats and hay, plus holdings of sheep, cattle and pigs.
An absolutely sumptuous roast dinner feast was followed by a choice of delicious puddings and
fruit and cheese platter, plus local wines.
Ferguson Hart Estate
On our last day and following a hearty breakfast, our first stop was Ferguson Hart Estate.
Twenty-five years ago Jan and Merv Hart escaped the city and created their own vineyard.
While Merv introduced us to several wines, Jan served offerings of delicious cakes and coffee.
To quell our vociferous merriment, Merv rang a brass bell in between samples – some of which
were well-received gold award winners.
Wellington Dam
Wellington Dam is much larger than Burekup Weir. When the great depression took hold in the
State in 1930, the Premier Sir James Mitchell (1919-24 & 1930-33) began public work projects to
reduce unemployment and bring economic benefit. In the Waroona-to-Dardanup region these early
depression projects included the building of Wellington Dam with its associated irrigation channels
and drainage works. Other projects included raising the Harvey Weir wall in 1931; this increased
the storage capacity of irrigation water for the growing dairy industry and provided irrigation to
farmers in Wokalup. Wellington Dam wall, completed in 1933, was 800 feet long and 62 feet high.
In 1944, the wall was raised a further 3 feet and in 1960 it was raised another 15 metres.
Honeymoon Pool
Travelling to Honeymoon Pool we were treated to colorful displays of wildflowers –
Chorizema, Hibbertia, Kennedia, Gastrolobium, Thomasia, Thysanotus and attractive sprays of
cascading white Clematis.
Finding vacant picnic tables in the popular and busy area, we relished our individual picnic
lunches while simultaneously doing the Australian wave! How easy it is for city dwellers to
forget that there are real flies in the country – in their droves!
An unusual bird sound caught our attention – a tour member said it was a currawong.
Heading back to Perth and reflecting on two delightful days we were very satisfied. It was
wonderful chatting to members and friends while exploring a hidden jewel of a landscape.
Thank you to Ally Drake-Brockman and the assistance of the Office in organising our
informative and most enjoyable tour.
Rachel Roe
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Tuesday Treasures

West was many things in her remarkable seven-decade
career, but in the 1930s she was a comedian, helping the
world through a difficult time by making them laugh. It is
no surprise that Mrs Roscoe chose her image on which to
model a doll. Aside from being an instantly recognisable
pop culture icon at the time, it was as simple as the fact
that she made people happy during a dark period.
Whilst many families such as Mrs Roscoe’s took to
making their own toys, there were alternatives for those
with some wealth (or luck). Our next item was a Shirley
Temple doll, a highly coveted and far more expensive
alternative to making one’s own. Child star Shirley
Temple was discovered in the 1930s and shot to fame
overnight. The world was immediately enthralled with
her, and that included Australia — newspaper articles
described everything from her daily routine to her own
toys and pets. The first dolls in her likeness were made
by the Ideal Toy Company in the mid-1930s and became
an instant bestseller, although not a particularly feasible
item on the Christmas list of Australian families struck
down by the Great Depression. Nonetheless, children
could acquire one in other ways – some were given as
prizes in local Western Australian events, including a
Shirley Temple lookalike competition.

The Way We Used to Play

On the first Tuesday of every month the museum devotes
the morning to Tuesday Treasures, when a museum
volunteer presents research findings on items in our
collection to visitors over a cup of tea. In October we had
a lovely morning full of lively discussion as volunteers
reminisced about their childhood in the first decades of
the 20th century while discussing how children used their
imaginations and entertained themselves.

Zoe with display

During this time, families in Western Australia had to
be resourceful. The Great Depression hurt them
financially, and many had to subsist by their own
labour – they ate what they could catch such as rabbits
and fish, and made or mended clothes. Many children
worked as soon as they were old enough. This is
especially true of British immigrants arriving in the
1920s and 1930s via the Group Settlement Scheme.
They had to establish themselves in the southwest with
little more than the clothes on their backs. In these
rural areas, children worked and had little time for
play. However, they were entertained with events such
as Christmas parties or the occasional carnival. What
little they did have, such as blocks or puzzles made out
of scrap wood, were treasured and played with by
candlelight after a long day at school or working on
their families’ farms.
Since families couldn’t afford toys, children were
creative and made do with what they had – dolls could
be made from fabric scraps, any old rope such as a
clothesline could be used as a skipping rope, and string
could entertain children for hours with the Cat’s Cradle
game. Marbles and hopscotch also provided simple and
adaptable games, and were cheap ways to pass the time.

Shirley Temple doll. MA2012.20

Our final toy in the spotlight was a novelty Peek Freans
biscuit tin that doubled as a toy castle, with hinged
folding wings spreading out to form an extra wall.
Another like it exists in the Victoria and Albert
museum. Theirs showed that you could collect these
tins and connect them together, making as big a castle
as desired. Usually the designs of biscuit tins,
particularly in the 1930s, were far more conservative,
but Peek Freans designed its tins to appeal to children,
particularly around Christmas. This tradition was not
exclusive to the 1930s; throughout the twentieth
century the company made all kinds of creative
designs, such as toy drums, trucks and toy boxes.
These sparked children’s imaginations and allowed
families to give two gifts for the price of one: a treat
for the day and a toy to last a lot longer!

Mae West doll. MA1975.58

The items included in our October Tuesday Treasures
followed this imaginative trend, beginning with a
handmade doll. Made out of stockinette in the 1930s by
Mrs C E Roscoe, this doll was created in the image of
popular star at the time, Mae West. Stockinette was a
versatile and inexpensive fabric in the 1930s; even if you
could not afford to buy it specifically to make toys, you
could be make them from the fabric scraps used to make
clothes. Mrs Roscoe was well known for broadcasting on
the ABC about how to make similar soft toys. The doll’s
face is embroidered on, and her hair is made out of
sheep’s wool, presumably making use with what was on
hand. The choice to design the doll in the image of Mae
West is an interesting one — while some industries
collapsed during the Great Depression, the film industry
thrived, as people sought out some form of escapism. Mae

These items and research prompted a lively discussion
as volunteers offered their own memories of their
childhoods. Throughout the morning, select attendees
got creative making peg dolls and dolls’ beds out of
scrap fabric, and we had a cheerful demonstration of a
Cat’s Cradle game.
The morning was a definite success – as well as
showcasing some of the fascinating items in our
storerooms, volunteers relived treasured memories and
demonstrated the vast imagination and creativity of
their childhoods.
Zoe Newby, museum volunteer
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Community Talk

in stages and approximately six months to arrive after
posting. Only a minority had the money, time and
skills to communicate in this way. The writers
expected their letters to be shared widely at a local
level so truth was masked because colonists applied a
success/happiness filter — all was going well and their
enterprise was prospering, the decision to migrate was
a good one, all were contented with their new life.
The third lens that should be applied is an historical
one — today’s reader needs to understand the
conventions, forms and context — how language was
used and what circumstances governed both the
intentions of the writer and the perceptions of the
receiver. In this exchange meanings were made.
Through these lenses Bernice feels a connection with
Georgiana. She enjoys Georgiana’s sense of humour
and her strong environmental awareness, quoting her
diary that records her Scottish trip taken just before
marriage – ‘I have it in my mind and there it will
always rest wild and beautiful Scottish country’. A
love of plants and growing botanical knowledge are
also appealing. Bernice pictures Georgiana’s gardens at
Augusta and the Vasse – full of both exotic and native
flowers, a riot of colour and cross plantings —
anemones, stocks, hollyhock, wallflowers, peony,
magnolias, dahlias, larkspur, poppies, petunias and
geraniums. Initially a very English cottage garden with
native species introduced as Georgiana’s local
knowledge grew.
It is interesting that John Molloy collected specimens
for Georgiana on his travels, for instance the woody
pear. ‘We have already collected some seeds’,
Georgiana wrote in an early letter to Mangles. Her
relationship with her husband is seen as close and
loving. ‘What a night this was!!!!!’ Georgiana’s diary
entry records of her wedding night. Bernice stresses the
importance of engaging her empathy as well as her
time in reading the personal papers Georgiana has left.
Although some of the material discovered seems of no
historical value all of it helps an understanding of a
woman from another century and, in many ways,
another world.
All of us who listened to Bernice were absorbed and
impressed. She offered a model of historical
engagement with her research subject.
Do stop and look at the Western Lands exhibition panel
relating to the early years of the colony when you are
next visiting the Society. It features Georgiana and
particularly books from her library that our Society was
most grateful to receive as a donation from Patrick
Richardson-Bunbury. It was these books, and
especially a collection of Burns poems, that set Bernice
off on her research journey fifteen years ago.

A day with Georgiana Molloy
Two capacity audiences, in the morning and afternoon
of Tuesday 27 October, enjoyed Bernice Barry’s talk
on ‘Georgiana Molloy – in her own words’. This was
one of the talks postponed by the pandemic lockdown,
so the loyal audience had waited a long time. They
arrived with enthusiasm and some who had not bought
Bernice’s biography, Georgiana Molloy: the mind that
shines (2016), took the opportunity to do so. They will
be well rewarded.
Bernice began her talk by pointing out that Georgiana’s
own writings — her own voice — are ‘at the heart of
the matter’ in any search for greater understanding of a
young woman who wrote prolifically and whose life
embraced both Britain and Augusta/Vasse. Bernice has
continued her research since the publication of her
successful biography, working her way through the
voluminous records Georgiana left behind her.
In our own family history researches many of us face
the challenge of a dearth of records and therefore
difficulty in understanding our forebears – their life
journeys, personalities and opinions. It is most
frustrating to face this wall. Bernice, however, has the
opposite problem – an abundance of personal papers.
Her talk explored how all these sources can be read to
understand them more deeply in order to reduce the
distance between researcher and subject. Bernice’s
point, firmly made, is that sources do not speak for
themselves, that we should recognise the lenses
through which we must read and interpret them.
The first lens Bernice explained is the sheer quantity of
her sources and their own histories. For instance, there
are Georgiana’s letters to James Mangles which are
incomplete, having been abridged when they were
transcribed into his letterbooks. Then there are her
dense, cross-written letters to her mother which are
illegible in places and difficult to read throughout.
Bernice has spent the last year completing her own
transcriptions of them to enable her to access them
more fully. Georgiana’s diaries from the years 1829-30
are another valuable source but they stop early in her
time in Augusta. As well as John Molloy’s journals to
which Georgiana contributed, some correspondence to
friends in Britain has also survived.
The second lens Bernice identified is the migrants’
drive for material success; after all, this was the reason
to upend family life and transport it to the antipodes.
These letters were not private missives but more public
performances shared with family and friends in
England. They were often long, taking months to write

courtesy of Mrs Dorothy
Margaret Blaasch née
Richardson-Bunbury.
© Mike Rumble

kennedia lateritia

boronia molloyae
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Do you know of Elizabeth
Clapham?

lobbied for the right of women to contest elections, this
lobbying culminating in the legislative changes of 1919.
Although a Labor supporter, Clapham may not have
been recognised as such in her bid for council office.
Party politics was then, as now, very much in the
background at local elections. She defeated the sitting
councillor Robert Scott in Cottesloe’s North Ward, 144
votes to 105. Her success is the more remarkable when
it is considered that there would have been relatively
few women on the electoral roll.
During Clapham's years on Cottesloe Council (19201923), she was a regular attender at meetings and an
active contributor from her first meeting. On that
occasion, the Children's Hospital had asked for
financial assistance. The minutes record that one
councillor argued against supporting an institution
regarded as a government responsibility. Cr Clapham
agreed but was able to convince other councillors that a
donation could be made to tide the hospital over its
financial stress. She participated in a deputation of
representatives of the Cottesloe and Claremont
Municipal Councils to the Colonial Secretary to protest
against the action of the Commissioner of Public Health
in deciding to appoint a joint health inspector for the
two districts. While still a serving councillor, she was
part of the Australian delegation to the International
Women's Suffrage Congress in Rome in May 1923.
Elizabeth Clapham did not renominate after her first
term on council concluded in December 1923. The
Mayor, in making a presentation to her, spoke ‘in the
highest terms of the efficient manner in which the first
woman councillor in our State, Councillor Elizabeth
Clapham, had discharged her duties’.
She was later appointed a factory inspector before
returning to England after twenty years in Australia.
There she continued to be associated with social
welfare and women’s movements. In 1944 she was
reported as living through the London blitz and still
writing to her staunch friend Elsie, Mrs John Curtin.
Today Elizabeth Clapham remains almost invisible in
history, commemorated only in a laneway, servicing a
shopping centre carpark in Cottesloe.
While Elizabeth Clapham was the first woman elected to
local government, there were others putting their name
forward without success, including Annie Hart in the
Victoria Park ward of the City of Perth. Jessie Reid ran on
a Christian Temperance platform for a seat on the
Kalgoorlie council in 1920, 1921 and 1922 without
success. Nellie Tant was elected to the Bayswater Roads
Board in 1921, serving just one year. The next woman
(Beatrice Locke, Broome) was not elected until 1931.
Fifty-five years passed before another woman was elected
to Cottesloe Council. As of the 2018 local elections, there
are approximately 400 women on local councils,
representing about 36% of the total membership.
Chris Berry
References
J Skene, ‘Engendering Local Authority: Women
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The first woman to serve in WA
local government
At August’s general meeting Dr Chris Berry told us of
the unfortunate life of the short-lived Jandakot Roads
Board (1891-1923). It was a fascinating tale and part
of wider research Chris has recently completed
towards a history of local government in Western
Australia. This article on WA’s first female local
councillor is another aspect of Chris’ work. We are
grateful to him for sharing this story with us.
The first lady to seek municipal honours in
Western Australia is Mrs E. Clapham, wife of
the energetic secretary of the Clothing Trades
Union. Mrs Clapham is nominating for the
north ward of the Cottesloe Council and has
the backing of an alert Progress Association.
This paper will heartily welcome her success.
(Westralian Worker, 12 November 1920, p. 1)

Elizabeth Clapham. Courtesy: State Library WA

A new Road Districts Act was enacted in 1919 and,
together with an amendment to the Municipal
Corporations Act 1906, women were enabled for the
first time to be elected to a municipal council or roads
board. In the elections of November 1920 Elizabeth
Clapham became the first woman elected to local
government service in WA, also becoming the first
woman elected to any government level in the State.
The distinction of being elected as the first lady
councillor was reported in various newspapers across
the State from the Murchison Times and Day Dawn
Gazette to the Albany Advertiser. Elizabeth Clapham
had come to WA from England and was active in
various organisations, including the Perth Women's
Branch of the ALP and as an executive member of the
Women’s Service Guild. The Guild had actively
8
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Links with Mod connect past and future
Perth Modern School got a pat on the back at our Society’s Annual General Meeting in September. As guest
speaker in front of a full assembly, I was not allowed to hand out detentions — as teachers had done to me,
regularly and justifiably, at grammar school in England — but was glad to have the attention of our audience of
members and guests.
Lois Joll, Principal of Mod, was among our invitees. I was happy to see her nodding with a smile as I whizzed
through highlights of her school’s maintenance of heritage over the decades. I had been mildly worried that she
might raise her hand, stone-faced, if I made any mistakes.
Among these highlights was a photo taken during World War I of six Mod ‘maidens’, including Marian PrynneJones, who went on to teach at the school, and Irene Driver, who as Irene Greenwood would later be decorated for
her contribution to women’s education. Another of my memory-joggers was a plaque honouring Thomas Street
School, which would eventually be joined with Mod.
Six weeks after the AGM at Stirling House I was back at Mod, having been invited to offer a reprise of my talk on
this jewel of the WA education system. The Perth Modernian Society’s history-oriented volunteers had asked for this.
The morning was given an extra dimension by the presence of the daughter of one of Mod’s senior art teachers in the
1940s-1950s, Frank ‘Effie’ Mills. I am particularly grateful to Sallie Davies, a stalwart of the history volunteer
‘corps’, and Robyn White, a former Mod Principal, for facilitating my functional connection with their school.
Such connections between the world of young people those fortunate enough to attend Mod – and our Society must
surely help the intergenerational cause of appreciation of history. The foot soldiers of today and tomorrow are
marching in step.
Patrick Cornish

Yesteryear.
From left: Sitting, Marian Prynn-Jones,
Florence Purselow, Alma Bridge.
Standing, Ruth Jones, Amy Litchfield,
Irene Driver.

Thomas Street School plaque

Mystery Photos identified

Mod volunteers at the Perth Modernian Centre’s history centre.
From left: Wendy McCallum, Sallie Field, Robyn White &
Frank Hedges.

consisting of four to six water tankers out in front;
behind the locomotive came a firewood truck or tender
then some thirty trucks each carrying an average of
3.75 tons of firewood. A goods van carrying supplies
for workers and horses brought up the rear. The rail
trucks were flat beds on four wheels with upright
corner posts to hold the horizontally stacked firewood
in place. ‘Fowler’ was one of five steam locomotives
used on the woodline. It was purchased from John
Fowler & Co, Leeds, UK, in 1916, and named ‘Fowler’
after the manufacturer.

Many thanks to members who responded to identify a
number of November’s mystery photographs.
First, Sue Hunter from Morawa
District Historical Society
identified P2020.60 as
Morawa’s Catholic Church of
the Holy Cross designed by
Monsignor Hawes. Additional
photos of the church provided by Sue proved her point.
Thank you Sue.
Phil Bianchi who has just
published a book titled
Woodlines of Western
Australia: A comprehensive
history of the Goldfields
woodlines (2019) provided us
with lots of information on ‘Fowler’, a rail engine on
the Gwalia woodline supplying firewood to the Sons of
Gwalia gold mine – P2020.58. Locomotives delivered
firewood five days a week to the mine, with a full rake

Geoff Moor recognised P2020.61
as a floral 'carpet' on the lawns of
Wesley Church, Hay Street
frontage, on the Silver Chain's
Flower Day. And P2020.62 as
another Silver Chain Flower Day
display, this one at Goldsborough
Mort offices, 162 St George's
Tce, Perth.
Your interest and expertise are
much appreciated!
9
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Affiliates News

to-day front — for completing its new kitchen, donated
by Bunnings.
Ravensthorpe Historical Society has celebrated its
50th, a landmark birthday. Its first meeting was held in
June 1970 and the Society remains a custodian of the
district’s memorabilia and source of information for
past residents and researchers. Celebrations included a
birthday morning tea and the launch of the
Ravensthorpe Heritage Street trail.
After two years, Toodyay Historical Society
completed the population of its Toodyay Convict
Database in July 2019, with basic data on 1,917 men
listed and shared with researchers. Extracted
information is available on the Shire Museums
webpage: http://www.toodyay.com/HistoricalToodyay/Toodyays-Heritage/Convict-Era
York Society president Rob Garton Smith has begun a
series of vignettes about some of the district’s early
colonial settlers and the buildings they left behind. The
first vignette concerns the Trimmer family, chiefly
Arthur Trimmer, early merino sheep farmer.

Because of the Covid-19 lockdown and subsequent social
distancing rules, Societies had less engagement with
members and the general public than is usual. We all
look forward to opportunities opening up again in 2021.
Augusta Historical Society has been working hard to
reach its goal of digitising its photographic collection
and reorganising the library. It will soon be ready to
welcome visitors and researchers.
Congratulations to the Colonial Bottle & Collectors
Club on its 50th birthday.
Fremantle History Society members have said a fond
farewell to one of their stalwarts and founding Society
member Ron Davidson. Many of us remember Ron with
affection and recognise the salience of Anne Brake’s
comment — ‘Although history and heritage were loves,
his real passions were words and stories’. He entertained
and informed us all. Ron died after a long illness.
Melville Historical Society poses a ‘Did You Know?’
Kwinana Freeway was named after the Kwinana Road
Board District which, in turn, was named after the
steamship Kwinana that was mainly used to transport
horses to the British Imperial Forces in India. In turn
the ship was named after a Kimberley district where
Kwinana was said to mean ‘pretty flower’. Used to
service the northwest ports to bring cattle for slaughter
at Robb Jetty, the Kwinana was wrecked in Cockburn
Sound in 1922.
Midland & Districts Historical Society is keen to
locate photographs taken by Charles Wilson who
settled in Victoria Park not long after World War I. He
was a photographer with an affinity to agricultural
workers around Perth, including the Swan Valley.
Many of his photographs survive today and the Society
is planning to scan and exhibit them. If you have any
Charles Wilson photographs that you will allow to be
scanned, please contact the Society on 0438 884 719 or
historymidland@gmail.com
Mundaring & Hills Historical Society’s new display
‘Head for the Hills’ has been put on hold because of the
pandemic. It will include items that have been recovered
from World War II army camps located in Chidlow.
Items were recovered by a local metal detectorist and
during a field day for members from the WA
Detectorists’ Club (under archaeological supervision).
Work on the information panels is proceeding and items
for the display have been chosen. The Society looks
forward to launching the exhibition.
Murray Districts Historical Society is keen to
compile a history of the historic St John’s Church and
graveyard dating from 1861. A project is planned to
digitise and compile searchable databases of the
records as well as a burial map of the churchyard.
Narembeen Historical Society has worked hard this
year improving museum displays and displaying items
in shopfronts throughout the town
Northam & Districts Historical Society is hopeful
that the Shire of Northam will shortly proceed with a
conservation plan of the Society’s headquarters Morby
Cottage, an original settler home, and also a
significance assessment of the Cottage’s considerable
collection together with that at the Northam Town Hall.
Congratulations to the WA Police Historical Society
for increasing its membership to 163 and – on the day-

What’s in a name?
I read with
interest
Dorothy
Erickson‘s
article in
August’s
History West
on Henry
Passmore in
which a plant
growing in his
North
Fremantle
garden was named idollychus. Being interested in the
garden history of WA and especially when plants are
mentioned, I consulted my 1868 Paxton Dictionary of
Plants, formerly owned by Daniel Feakes, director of
the Public Gardens (1896 -1919), now Stirling
Gardens, but could not find it. Neither was it recorded
in Plants Listed in Nursery Catalogues in Victoria
1855-1889, published by Ornamental Plant Collections
Association in 1992.
The description closely resembled a climber named
Dolichos that was commonly grown in Perth gardens.
It is a member of the pea family, has either pink or
white flowers and is a hardy plant. It has been renamed
Dipogon lignosus. Being a ‘garden escape’ plant it has
been classified as an environmental weed in the north
and southwest of the State, in many instances the sole
reminder of a former garden. The plant has other
common names, including seven-year bean, hyacinth
bean and dunny creeper, and in all probability
idollychus was another, being the corruption of its
former botanical name.
Two species were listed in C F Newman & Son’s 1905
-6 catalogue, the purple-flowered Dolichus lablab and
rosy pink D lignosus, each with a white form being
described thus: ‘Rapid growing, free flowering
climbers .The pods of hyacinth beans are edible, like
French beans’.
John Viska, Chairman WA branch, Australian
Garden History Society
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Book Reviews

goldfields and Susan quotes from an ABC broadcast
given by Alicia in 1934. Included in an extract about
her first impressions of Kalgoorlie. Alicia recorded,

Susan Clarke, The Argyle, Buscombe & Eyres,
Heritage, self-published, 2020. In Library.
Reviewer: Bevan Carter

My heart sank when I first beheld the house (so
called) that was to be my home. Made of
galvanised iron, built about two feet above the
ground, it had two small rooms a lean-to kitchen
and two very small windows held open by sticks.
A box served as a step you climbed on to enter.
… I think every woman cried herself to sleep
when she first arrived.

This beautiful silk-bound
book is one of five family
histories published by the
author, and tells the story
of her great grandmother,
Amy Argyle (née
Buscombe), and Amy’s
mother and siblings. More
than half the book is
concerned with Amy’s
daughter Nancy Argyle
(1889-1976) who was
Susan Clarke’s
grandmother.

The book is a charming and engaging story and a
worthy addition to WA family history publishing
although a Buscombe family tree would have helped
readers chart the large family.

Jo Hiller, The Hiller Family 1951 to 1964, in
Uganda, self-published, 2019. In Library.
Reviewer: Patrick Cornish

Amy and her unmarried siblings, Robert, Lillian and
Alicia Buscombe, and their mother, Mary Anne
Buscombe, moved from Victoria to WA, in different
years although all lived for a time in Kalgoorlie. Robert
came first in 1893, Lillian in 1894, Amy and Mary
Anne in 1897, and Alicia in 1901. The book contains a
significant amount of goldfields history.

‘So help me, I had also become
the Entertainment Organiser for
the Uganda Council of
Women’. That bold step as a
volunteer is among the
memories of author and Society
member, Jo Hiller. Anyone
who agrees to take on that sort
of role surely deserves the
greatest prize. On the scale of
heroics there are, in my view,
those who participate in
marathons, those who win the
race, people who walk on the
moon, and then, at the top of the tree, those who
produce the school play.

Nancy was the only daughter of Amy Buscombe and
solicitor Charles Argyle, and her parents seem to have
separated before both arrived in WA in 1897. Charles
worked only briefly in the Supreme Court before
returning to Victoria while Nancy and her mother
joined Robert and Lillian in Kalgoorlie.
Nancy had been left behind in Victoria until 1901
when, at the age of eleven, she accompanied her aunt
Alicia to WA. Nancy did not continue on to Kalgoorlie
but boarded at Loreto College for two years before
returning to Victoria to complete her education at
Toorak College, Melbourne. After obtaining a
Melbourne University diploma in physiotherapeutic
massage, Nancy joined the family in Kalgoorlie in
1910 and started business as a masseuse. In 1911 she
married metallurgist Ernest Eyres, whom she already
knew in Victoria where he had studied at the Ballarat
School of Mines.

From her home today, Jo can simply walk a few steps
east along Clark Street to Stirling House, but in this
book she covers much more substantial ground. She
describes her thirteen years in the British territory of
Uganda, which began as a bride, then housewife, into
motherhood and always a loyal partner to Roy Hiller, a
Yorkshireman who as a district officer carried out a
multitude of tasks along the road to Uganda’s
independence.

Except for a period farming in Harvey from 1923 to
1934, Nancy and Ernest spent their lives in mining
towns where Ernest was employed as manager —
Brown Hill from 1910 to 1916, Golden Ridge in 1916,
Sons of Gwalia from 1917 to 1922, Bullfinch and the
Laverton State Battery in 1922, and, after trying their
hand at farming, returning to mining work at Mount
Magnet from 1934 to 1943, and finally in Cue from
1943 until Ernest’s retirement in 1947.

Jo’s courage in embracing such an adventure is a fine
example of the Australian knack of adapting. Think of
the young men, brought up in the shelter of Claremont
or Midland or the equivalents in other Australian
capital cities, who chose to become patrol officers in
Papua New Guinea. Or the women who, as nurses,
have given care and compassion to countless people in
countries that could use a little foreign help.
Jo dedicates this book to her two Ugandan-born
daughters, Mandy and Annie, and their children, but
she has plenty for a bigger catchment area. Readers
with their own African experience will enjoy being
reacquainted with that fascinating continent. And
there’s something for anyone who has willingly trod
fresh ground, risking time away from his or her
comfort zone. Finally, let me assure you I would rather
take on Africa than organise a Year 10 production of
‘The Wizard of Oz’.

The book contains many family photographs,
documents and memoirs, and, where family material is
not available, Clarke resorts to contemporary
newspapers for information. Nancy’s great
grandmother, Amy, wrote the column ‘A Lady’s
Letter’ for the Kalgoorlie Miner and Western Argus
from 1907 to 1926 which was a source for details about
life in the goldfields and stories of family members.
Amy’s sister Alicia also provided information about the
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Robert Couzens, Murder on Gallops Gardens,
Data Documents, 2019. In Library.
Reviewer: Pamela Statham Drew
The author explains that he was
obsessed with his great-great
aunt’s murder, and assembled
every published document he
could find on the horrific axe
attack that killed 31-year-old
Rosalinda Fox on 4 February
1899. In so doing, he hoped to
bring her justice and peace.
The murder was covered fully
in the press and Robert
Couzens has assembled all the
blurry black and white
photographs and sketches from that time showing the
Gallop property, the Fox house (Fox was Gallop’s head
gardener), and the surrounding bush. The husband,
John Alexander Fox, was immediately arrested and
remanded to the waterside lockup in front of the
Supreme Court. An inquest was called and Coroner, Dr
Henry Lovegrove, presided.

the author documents it in detail. After this lengthy
process Fox was acquitted on the grounds that evidence
had been compromised. The author argues strongly that
Fox was innocent and that the evidence implicates
Billy Gallop (an Aboriginal man) of rape and murder,
the rape providing motive for the murder. The book
argues that the police targeted Fox because of his
father’s bad record, James Fox having been transported
as a convict and continuing to offend in the colony. He
had a very long criminal record.
The last chapter details what became of the main
characters involved in the case — doctors, judges,
witnesses and the Fox family. Sadly nothing is said
about Billy Gallop – his paternity or his family, except
that he was living on the Gallop estate.
This is a long and dense book that will be of most
interest to those with a family or community
connection to the sad events.

In all, 29 witnesses were called including Rosalinda’s
two young daughters, Violet and Esther. Every witness
statement is given in full followed by observations
from the author. Here he goes into detail to show how
Fox was wrongly convicted. Statements by two doctors
at the time said the victim was not raped, yet evidence
showed bruising and cuts on thighs and her
combinations unbuttoned. The author questions even
the black tracker’s evidence.
After the coronial inquiry, which found there was a
case to answer, the Supreme Court trial proceeded and
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